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Descriptive Analysis Worksheet for  
SYNTAX CONSTRUCTION 

 
Record the item score to indicate how the examinee’s response matched the syntactic focus of the item. 
 

Item Item 
Score 

Syntactic Focus 

1  adjective (antonym), noun 
2  imitation 
3  present tense verb and predicate 

adjective (antonym) 
4  prepositional phrase indicating 

location 
5  prepositional phrase using 

under(neath) or beneath 
6  present or present progressive 

tense verb 
7  imitation   
8  plural present progressive or 

present tense verb 
9  subject, singular present 

progressive or present tense verb 
10  infinitive    
11  participle, participial phrase, 

infinitive (with to omitted), or 
relative clause 

12  subject, present tense verb       
13  past or past progressive tense verb  
14  plural subject, present or present 

progressive tense verb 
15  imitation 
16  prepositional phrase or adverbial 

phrase 
17  present tense verb, negation 
18  sentence with past or past 

progressive tense verb 
19  first-person question or statement 
20  participial or prepositional phrase 

indicating position 
21  infinitive phrase, prepositional 

phrase, or dependent clause 
22  dependent clause with present or 

present progressive tense verb 
23  present tense verb; compound 

predicate or complex sentence 
24  sentence with past tense verb 
25  complex sentence 
26  past tense verb using auxiliary 

indicating probability 

Item Item 
Score 

Syntactic Focus 

27  sentence structure incorporating 
three specific words 

28  sentence with prepositional 
phrase(s) or dependent clause 

29  compound subject, present tense 
verb 

30  contrasting clause 
31  adjective placement 
32  sentence structure incorporating a 

series 
33  sentence structure 
34  sentence structure 
35  complex sentence 
36  plural subject and verb 
37  past subjunctive verb 
38  plural subject and verb 
39  compound adjective 
40  subjunctive verb, negation 
41  logical sequence, sentence 

structure 
42  sentence structure 
43  sentence structure 
44  sentence structure 
45  adverb or prepositional phrase 

indicating how, prepositional 
phrase indicating where 

46  independent clause with future 
perfect tense verb 

47  sentence structure 
48  sentence structure 
49  complex sentence structure 
50  independent clause with present or 

present perfect tense verb 
51  complex sentence structure 
52  present perfect or present perfect 

progressive tense verb 
53  independent clause with past tense, 

appropriate use of except 
54  dependent clause with past perfect 

subjunctive verb 
55  complex sentence, appropriate use 

of conversely 
56  complex sentence structure 
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